REMASAWCO
We measure, optimise, control
and integrate all processes in your sawmill

remasawco.se

INTELLIGENT AND EFFECTIVE
COMPLETE SAWMILL PROCES
RemaSawco develops and delivers solutions and products making our customers getting the most value out of their
production.
Not only the products, but also our commitment and knowledge, contribute to increasing not only the value, but also to
improving the process itself as well as production efficiency. Through our great experience, we know how to optimise all
steps in the production chain and its hardware and software.
Advanced scanning and verification systems easily integrated in the sawmill create effective and user-friendly solutions.
The profitability of our customers is our reward.

The digital sawmill. Evolved.
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LOG SORTING
By using the RS-3D Log Scanner and RS-3D X-ray you
will be able to detect all exterior and interior properties of
your raw material. This gives unimaginable possibilities
to measure and sort the logs more precisely to meet your
production demands.
SAW LINE
We have the tools to make the saw line work more effectively. By using 3D scanners, full optimisation and different
verification systems, we ensure sharp focus on profit and
process effectiveness.

BOARD SORTING
The automatic quality scanning systems for boards,
RS-BoardScannerQ + T has been a great success.
Tracheid and vision technology in combination makes it
possible to detect and classify defects that are hard to
detect. The system sees all four surfaces of the board at
the same time without a need for flipping or re-positioning.
The footprint of the device is small and non-intrusive. The
product is the perfect partner for the green sorter, dry sorter or planer. It is easily integrated in the ”Digital Sawmill”
concept that allows traceability throughout the saw line
process, from log sorting line to the planer mill. BoardscannerQ + T are also certified for non-contact strength
grading of C and T class spruce, pine, green or dried lumber.

The digital sawmill. Evolved.

RemaSawco is a creative and innovative company active in
the sawmill industry. We deliver integrated digitalized
solutions for the entire sawmill process. The systems are
based on state-of-the-art scanning systems, optimisation and
control systems for log sorting lines, saw lines, board sorting
lines and planers. The solutions are all part of the ”Digital Sawmill”
concept with fingerprint traceability.

remasawco.se

